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While we do not claim that these and other studies described in this report
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contributed to an important and growing body of research examining the
effectiveness of Catholic schools. As we review the evidence, we become
increasingly convinced that Catholic schools, while hardly perfect, are pow-
erful and positive instruments in shaping the academic and spiritual growth
of their students. For a nation straining to find ways to ,N.,..icate all of its
children. Catholic schools represent important models of academic success.
For a society struggling to find ways to build a community of compassion and
justice, Catholic schools represent unique and invaluable resources. For a
church committed to sharing its faith and its future with succeeding genera-
tions, Catholic schools represent a strong and perhaps indispensable source
of continuity and renewal. We are encouraged by what we have learned about
Catholic schools. and we trust this report may contribute to increased under-
standing and appreciation for the contributions that these schools make to the
intellectual, civic and spiritual health of the Catholic community and the
nation at large.

Michael I. Guerra
Project Director
Washington, DC
The Feast of the Epiphany. 1990
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Overview and HOfights

This report begins with a review of the literature concerning the effectiveness
of Catholic high schools. It then presents new information based on an analysis
of the annual. nationwide Monitoring the Future survey of high school seniors.
The analysis of this survey examines differences between Catholic seniors
attending Catholic high schools and those enrolled in public high schools in
the areas of social values, educational values, concern for people, at-risk be-
haviors. perceptions of self, and religiousness. Beginning with a descriptive
portrait, the report goes on to examine gender differences, school differences,
and ten-year trends in the responses of seniors in Catholic high schools. The
report concludes with a discussion of the independent effects of various back-
ground variables and schooling on a variety of non-academic outcome varia-
bles. It finds that Catholic schooling, over and above other factors, has a

significant and positive effect on student attitudes about militarism, marriage,
educational aspiration, likelihood of cutting school, concern for others, fre-
quency of church attendance, and the importance of religion. Catholic high
school seniors were found to have somewhat less positive attitudes toward
school. an effect the authors suggest may be attributed to more rigorous
academic demands in Catholic high schools. Other major influences on out-
come variables are the perceived importance of religion. and the number of
nights per week the student goes out for "fun and recreation." The report
concludes with a discussion of possible explanations for these differences.

Lt
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Introduction

During the last seven years a widespread concern about American education
has turned educational research into a growth industry. Spurred on by calls
for reform in American education (e.g.. A Nation at Risk, 1983: What Works,
1986), a plethora of studies examined how, when, and why some schools are
effective and some are ineffective. Much of this research has been particularly
encouraging to the Catholic educational community. In virtually every study
that compares students in Catholic and public schools, the students in Catholic
schools display levels of academic achievement that are substantially higher
than their counterparts in public schools, even after family background dif-
ferences between the two groups of students have been statistically controlled.

While such studies are potentially useful, not only to Catholic educators
but to all who are interested in identifying the elements that determine the
academic effectiveness of schools, they present a manifestly incomplete picture
of Catholic schools. The mission of Catholic schools includes more than the
promotion of learning in the traditional academic sense. Catholic schools also
care about their students' faith , their commitment to the Church, their values,
and their present and future lifestyles. To fully describe the effectiveness of
Catholic schools, research attention has to be paid to important "non-
academic" outcomes. The research concerning such outcomes is relatively
modest; a brief review of some important earlier studies in this area is pre-
sented in Chapter 3. But now a new national study of Catholic high school
seniors helps extend our knowledge of Catholic school impact beyond the
academic arena to behaviors and values. This new information, when com-
bined with earlier outcome studies, suggests that Catholic high schools excel
in both the academic and non-academic domains.

The purpose of this report is to present the full picture of Catholic high
school impact, first by synthesizing the research on academic outcomes, and
then by presenting what has recently been learned about behavior and value
outcomes.



A Summary of Current
Research onAcademic Impact

Acaleinic
Achievement

Higk Sthoot and B9forti
The most rigorous and comprehensive studies of school effects are based on
analyses of the data generated by a series of surveys entitled High School and
Beyond (e.g., Coleman and Holler. 1987: Coleman. Hoffer. and Kilgore, 1982).
Funded by the U.S. Department of Education and begun in 1980, this study
tracks the academic progress of 30.000 individuals who were high school
sophomores in 1980. These students. including representative samples of both
public school and Catholic school sophomores. have been surveyed at two-
year intervals. The longitudinal design of this study helps to insure that dif-
ferences over time are not due to differences between the peopie involved in
the study, since the same group of people las nearly as possibL, is involved
each year. Four important findings emerge from analyses of this pioneering
research. and each speaks to the favorable academic impact of Catholic
schools.

Like much of the research in this area, the High School and Beyond study
measures academic achievement through the use of standardized tests in the
areas of reading. vocabulary. mathematics, science and civics. These tests have
their shortcomings. but they do provide some insights about what students
know and how their knowledge changes over time.

Achievement tests were administered to high school sophomores and seniors
in the 1980 High School and licwnd data collection. Coleman et al. (1982)
reported that for eery subject area tested, the average student in Catholic
and other private schools scored above the average student in public high
schools.

Such differences could he due. in part. to differences between public and
private school students in family background and socioeconomic status. In
their reexamination of the effects of. school type on achievement. Coleman and
Hoffer 11987) tied the 1980 and 1982 High School and Beyond longitudinal
data set to compare achievement growth between the sophomore and senior
years in public. Catholic and other private schools. In their analysis. the au-
thors controlled statistically for the differences in family and social back-
ground, These controls included race. socio-economic status. region. handicap
status. the student's college plans in 9th grade. and parents' educatioml
aspirations for their child.

L en with these controls. Coleman and !Jotter (1987) report that significant
differences between the academic achioements of public high school students



Low Income and
Minority Student
Achievement

Coffety iIttentiancc
aiid Achievement

Dropout and
Retent ion Rates

and Catholic high school students remain. Catholic high school students.
compared with public high school students, gain more in four of the six tested
areas: reading, vocabulary, mathematics, and writing. In two other areas,
civics and science, achievement growth does not differ between Catholic high
school students and public high school students. When comparing non-Cath-
olic private schools to public schools, significantly greater growth is observed
in only two of the six areas (reading and writing).

The positive effect of Catholic schools on academic achievement is particularly
pronounced for low-income and minority students (cf. Benson et al.. 1986;
Greeley, 1982). In public high schools, the achievement gap between low-
income and other students tends to widen during the high school years. In
Catholic high schools, low-income youth gain as much academically as do
other students. One reason for this is that in Catholic high schools, almost all
students are expected to pursue a rigorous academic program. Seventy percent
of low-income students are in an academic track. 88% take four years of
English during high school, and 67% take three years of mathematics. These
are impressive figures. exceeding by a wide margin what the average public
high school student takes during the high school years.

Eighty-three percent of Catholic high school graduates in 1982 entered a
college or university, compared with 52 °o of public high school ..aduates. Of
those high school graduates attending college. Catholic high school students
are more likely to remain in college and matriculate with a baccalaureate
degree than are public high school students. Black and Hispanic Catholic high
school graduates in the class of 1982 are three times more likely to have
earned a degree by 1986 than Black and Hispanic public high school gradu-
ates.

Catholic high schools arc much more successful in preventing school dropout
than public or other private schools. The dropout rate of 1980 high school
sophomores between the spring of the sophomore year and spring of the senior
year was 3.4i'o in Catholic high schools, 11.94'i, in other private schools, and
14.4u0 in public high schools.

Other National. Sttufies
Other national studies, though controlling less rigorously for background dif-
ferences, provide additional evidence about the academic performance of Cath-
olic school students. In the school year 1983-84 the National Assessment of
Educational Progress assessed reading proficiency on a national sample of

10
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FIGURE I: Percentage of 1980 high school sophomores dropping out of school
between spring of sophomore year and spring of senior year, by high school type
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20.000 students in each of three grades: 4. 8. and 11. About 2000 Catholic
school students were included from each grade. At each grade level, Catholic
school students out-scored the rest of the nation, These differences held when
comparing Catholic and public school subgroups by gender and race. In every
case. Catholic school students in all three grade levels out-scored their public
high school counterparts ( Lee. 1985). A recent reexamination of National
Assessment of Educational Progress math and science scores for 1986 shows
similar Catholic school advantages for grades i. 7. and II (Lee and Stewart,
1989).



School Climate

These studies should not lead to the conclusion that Catholic schools have
a monopoly on academic excellence. Underlying these averages, there is sub-
stantial variation among schools. Clearly, there are some very effective public
schools, and sonic very effective non-Catholic private schools, many of which
have been selected for national recognition, as have significant numbers of
Catholic elementary and secondary schools. Nor does the research suggest
that each Catholic school has reached a level of excellence that precludes any
need for improvement. Nevertheless, every comparative study confirms the
fact that, on average. Catholic schools are more successful in promoting aca-
demic achievement than public and non-Catholic private schools.

There are some educational researchers who take exception to the findings
of Catholic school superiority, either by suggesting that alternative analytical
procedures should have been used, or by indicating that documented differ-
ences in achievement, although "statistically significant" are too small to be
of any practical significance (Alexander. 1987; Haute', 1987; Haertel, lames
and Levin, 1987b; Walberg and Shanahan, 1983). To each of these arguments
there are counter-arguments (e.g.. Hoffer. Greeley, and Coleman, 1987). But
when the dust settles, it remains clear that Catholic schools, on the average.
produce stronger academic outcomes than other school sectors. Their well-
documented and unmatched success with students from what Coleman de-
scribes as "deficient families" strongly rebuts the claim that positive academic
outcomes are predetermined by highly selective admissions policies. The ques-
tion is not whether Catholic schools succeed, but why they are successful, in
spite of limited material resources.

Explanations for Academic Effectiveness
Given that Catholic high school students tend to perform better academically
than their public high school counterparts. what are the reasons for these
differences? A number of explanations have been offered by various research-
ers. From our reading of the literature and our own work with Catholic high
schools, we have identified six factors that we believe are especially significant
in explaining the academic success of these schools. These six concern impor-
tant public high school/Catholic high school differences in (a) school climate,
(b) parental involvement. (c) teacher commitment, (d) leadership and auton-
omy. (e) the functional community. and ( 1.) the academic curriculum.

Schools that encourage academic achievement focus on the impor-
tance of' scholastic success and on maintaining order and discipline

In such schools I teacher morale is high. and turnover is low.
When there are openings. principals recruit and select teachers who
share the school's goals and standards. ( Whai Itbrks. 148b. p.46)

1;



As exemplified in figure 2, studies comparing Catholic high schools and public
high schools on climate factors among teachers and principals almost invari-
ably demonstrate better climate in Catholic high school settings. Ratings of
such climate factors show a high degree of correspondence among principals,
teachers, and students, lending validity to the measures used. And such public
high school/Catholic high school differences are independent of the ethnic/
racial or economic composition of the schools (cf. Benson et al., 1986). So
while the assessment of school climate is complex, the comparative measures
of climate that are available seem to document a distinct Catholic school
advantage.

FIGURE 2: School climate in public and Catholic high schools: 1984
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reporting positive climate II Catholic high school teachers
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Parental involvement helps children learn more effectively. Teachers
who are successful at involving parents in their children's sehGol-
work are successful because they work at it. (What tibrks, p. 19)

Data from the High School and Beyond study clearly show that parental
involvement is more extensive in Catholic high schools. If we believe that
increased parental involvement contributes to increased school effectiveness,
the evidence suggests that Catholic high schools draw significantly greater
strength from their parent communities than their public high school coun-
terparts.

TABLE I: Indices of Parent Participation in Public High Schools (PHS) and
Catholic High Schools (CHS)

PHS CHS

Percent of Parents Who Annually ...
Attend parent-teacher conferences 39vo 56('0

Attend parents' association meetings (PTA) Arc 35u0

Do volunteer work in the school 27('<, 46('()

Principals' Reports, Percent Who Say...

Parents lack interest in student's progress

Parents lack interest in school matters 55',, 18'0

They experience verbal confrontations between parent,; and
teachers //c,, 8`'e

They experience verbal confrontations between teachers and
administrators b('C.

Sour,L.: cokinin. I..rntl I hdltr. I t 19 87 I. Pub/it ,illtirrirtite I !wit Ncllool,.. Ilh, Impact of Cominiontie.,.,

\. lurk: liasik: 1,1,. 51. 54.

There is ample evidence that must teachers in both public and private schools
are committed to their work and to their students. But there are indications
that the commitment of teachers in Catholic schools is strengthened by their
perception of a shared religious mission. At the same time, the notably lower
pay that characterizes Catholic school settings undoubtedly contributes to
fairly rapid turnover: over half of all Catholic high school teachers have five
years experience or less, and almost a third have two years experience or less.

One might expect this to have a negative impact on school climate (see School
Clinzate. above). On the contrary, even Catholic high school teachers in

1'
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and Autonomy

schools with limited financial resources, namely those schools in which 10%
or more of the students come from families below the federal poverty level,
claim high job satisfaction (85% satisfied; Benson et al.. 1986).

This seemingly paradoxical circumstance is explained by the Catholic high
school teachers' descriptions of their motivations for teaching. They report
(Benson et al., 1986) that their three principal reasons for choosing to teach
in a Catholic school are a desire to teach in a quality educational environment,
the love of teaching. and the understanding that teaching is a kind of ministry.
Salary and benefits rank at the bottom of their hierarchy of values. So while
they may view teaching in a Catholic high school setting as a temporary state
in life, they bring considerable dedication to it while they are there. We submit
that teacher commitment in Catholic schools has a powerful and positive
impact on student achievement.

In an impressive study from the Brookings Institute called Politics, Markets,
and 11w Organization of Schools, Chubb and Moe (1986) report evidence that
a key factor in schoo! effectiveness is local, in-school control over educational
policy, curriculum and staffing. School autonomy enhances the opportunity
for educational innovation, and makes a school more likely to respond to the
needs of the community it serves. Such local control is much more common
in private schools, Catholic high schools among them, than in public high
schools:

The famed Catholic hierarchy plays, by public sector standards, very
little role in setting school policy.... On all five dimensions [curric-
ulum. instruction, discipline, hiring and firing]. the influence of ad-
ministrative [central office) superiors is far less in Catholic than
public schools. (p. 211

A number of commentators have pointed to a striking example of the dif-
ferences in administrative structures and control mechanisms in Chicago,
where the Catholic and public school systems are among the largest of their
types in the country. Until recently, in the Chicago public school system,

approximately 3.300 employees assigned to the central and district
offices create and perform an intricate array of administrative
tasks This is in striking contrast to the thirty-six central office
administrators employed by the Chicago Archdiocese, which serves
a much larger geographical area. (Waiberg. Bakalis, Bast, and Baer,
1988, p.12: original italics)

Public school administrators deal with many more administrative constraints
(state and federal regulations, unions, voters, the superintendent's office).
Public school principals are administrative subordinates in a very complex
decision-making system.

Catholic schools stand in sharp contrast. The head administrator of a Cath-



die school has. in general. considerably more authority and fewer constraints.
This allows a strong principal to articulate a vision for the school that draws
the faculty, students, and parents together in a community that resembles an
extended family.

Academic There is widespread agreement that Catholic schools place more students in

Curriculum academic or college preparatory tracks than do public schools. What is not
agreed upon is whether this is because they have more students qualified to
do such work, or because they are willing to demand more of their students
and expect them to perform at higher levels (Haertel, lames, and Levin,
1987a). To the extent that the latter is the case, it indicates a willingness to
employ "self-fulfilling prophecies" in a positive way:

Teachers who set and communicate high expectations to all their
students obtain greater academic performance from those students
than teachers who set low expectations. (What Works. p.12)

The High School and Beyond studies also indicate that Catholic high schools
assign more homework and have more required courses and a generally more
rigorous curriculum.

Student achievement rises significantly when teachers regularly as-
sign homework and students conscientiously do it. The stronger the
emphasis on academic courses, the more advanced the subject matter,
and the more rigorous the textbooks, the more high school students
learn. Subjects that are learned mainly in school rather than at home,
such as science and math. are most influenced by the number and
kind of courses taken. I What l'fbrkN. p. 41: 59)

The School fluted
the functimuif
Comma,' i iv

A functional community is a community of people who share a world-view
and seek to pass this world-view on to the next generation (Coleman and
Hoffer. l987). In a functional community, schools are designed to help families
socialize their children in this world-view. Catholic schools are part of such a
,:ommunity in a way that public schools are not. Anthony Bryk describes some
of the elements that combine to generate community both within and beyond
the school itself.

A number of structural features contribute to the formation of pos-
tiorinalke enkironmcnis in Catholic schools. A relatively small

school size, curt icula that encourage academic pursuits for all, and
e tensive student engagement in volunteer service and retreat pro-
grams provide concrete experiences of eommunit for both students
and tacult\. The iolicies governing assignment of teachers and stu-
dents to classro, is convey a message that all students arc valued.
Consistent enicirL_ment of discipline nut only maintains social order.
but also pro%ides opportunities to articulate personal and social ides

The result is a predictable and 111.11Thrain environment for both
the students and adults v,ho form the school cornnilinny. (Wyk.
1488. p.2741
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Alter describing the programmatic characteristics that he believes help to
explain the ability of the Catholic high school to influence the moral life of its
students. Wyk goes on to assess the institutional values from which the
schools climate and programs are derived.

A set of mori:1 ideals provides the organizational linchpin that ties
the structural features of Catholic high schools to their normative
environments. The good Catholic school is impelled by fundamental
beliefs about the dignit, and worth of each person and a vision of a
just social world. These ideas align with liberal educational philos-
ophy that the full development of each student's mind and spirit is
the common inheritance of all humanity. This is coupled with a deep
commitment to a shared responsibility for our social world that has
been enlivened in the post-Vatican II era. Although the religious
heritage of Catholic schools is the source of these moral ideals, both
the basic ideals and the educational philosophy that derives from
them can be articulated on purely secular grounds. (Bryk, 1988.
p. 275)

Public schools are. perhaps necessarily, less likely to be rooted in a larger
functional community. In the absence of such a shared cultural vision, students
consider school to be less relevant to the rest of life. and they therefore devote
less energy to learning. Although I3ryk argues that the moral ideals generated
by the Catholic school's religious identity could be derived from secular pos-
tulates in a government school. there is little evidence to suggest that American
public education can sustain a coherent vision that acknowledges "full devel-
opment of each student's mind and spirit" and "a just social world" within
the prism and prison of "secular pluralism."
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Values, B s,
and Befiaviors

From the point of view of the educational reform movement and the effective
schools research, it would be reasonable to conclude that Catholic high schools
are already reformed and effective, at least when compared to the public sector.
Many of the recommendations of the reform movement arc in place in most
Catholic high schools. Beneath the new rhetoric of site-based management.
teacher empowerment and parental involvement arc realities commonly found
in Catholic schools.

But is that the point? Are Catholic schools Catholic because they are better
schools? Surely not. Consider the following comment from one of the research-
ers who has criticized lames Coleman's methodology and conclusions con-
cerning Catholic high school/public high school differences:

Private sector schools are not mobilized simply to 'Oster cognitive
skills, although this no doubt is very important to many of them. For
some such schools. though. building ''character'' probably rivals the
commitment to cognitive development. and for yet others the over-
riding concern is to stay true to one's faith. I very much doubt that
contrasting orientations toward cognitive development is what most
distinguishes private from public schools, yet this is what has preoc-
cupied research to date.

The evaluation of effectiveness should he relevant to what both the
schools and then :lien's ar.: trying to accomplish, and this might
well direct attention Ak,';. Irum cognitive outcomes. I wouldn't be at
all surprised. for e\ample. it school sector turned out to he an im-
portant factor in affecting religiosity. !fere too. though. we still would
want to he mindful of internal variations. for there is no single agenda
to which L'%.1 all private sector schools are committed. (Alexander.
1987. p03)

Thus this critic notes that Medi eness is more than grades in many private
schools. and that is certainly the case in Catholic secondary education. While
Alexander's motives in enlarging the agenda tor private schools may be mixed.
his central point is accurate: ". . . effectiveness should he relevant to what . .

the schools and their clients are trying to accomplish.- The primary purpose
01 this study is to examine some of those -other- outcomes, and to determine

het her Catholic schooling makes a difference for an array of values and
behaviors that inure directl< address an education aimed at "the full devel-
opment of each student's mind and spirit, . and a vision of a just world.-
For Catholic schools. this is the heart of the matter.
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Previous Research on
Non-Academic Outcrnnes
As we noted in the introduction, research concerning non-academic effects of
Catholic high schools has been relatively sparse; most research that sets out
to examine to what extent schools are "doing their job- understands that job
in terms of academic products, measured largely by test scores and diplomas.
There have been several studies, however, that have addressed what we call
non-academic outcomes, a label with the initial advantage of broad range and
the burden of limited specificity. While an exhaustive review of such research
is beyond the scope of this presentation, we offer brief summaries of three
studies that we consider to be notable contributions in this area. We trust that
an examination of these studies coupled with the report of our own work may
help to clarify the content and significance of the schools' impact on what
students believe and value, as well as what they know.

Dr. John Convey analyzed the first wave of the High School and Beyond data
discussed in the previous chapter, but he examined the relatively small number
of value-related items in the survey, rather than academic outcomes. Compar-
ing Catholics who attend Catholic high schools to Catholics who attend public
high schools, he found a number of important differences. Catholic students
in Catholic high schools were more likely to attend religious services and rated
themselves slightly more religious than their public high school counterparts.
He also found that Catholic high school students "had higher family orienta-
tion scores, valued children and friendships more, and were less interested in
money- than public high school Catholics (p. 48). However. he found that
Catholic boys in general, and Catholic high school Catholic boys in particular,
were less likely to state that "working to correct social and economic ine-
qualities" was important to them.

As Convey notes, his analysis did not control for a wide variety of back-
ground differences that may also have contributed to differences between these
two groups of students, However. he suggests that the existence of a shared
system of values in the Catholic high school setting probably contributes
substantially to reported differences in student responses.

Fr. Andrew M. Greeley and his colleagues (e.g.. Fee. Greeley. McCready, and
Sullivan, 1981: Greeley, McCready, and Mc Court. 1476: Greeley and Rossi,
1466) have done important research on the impact of Catholic schooling on
later lifestyles and values. Their work differs from other research discussed
here in that it is largely retrospective. Rather than studying individuals who
are currently in Catholic high schools. their primary approach has been to use
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survey data from adults who report that they attended Catholic schools in
their youth.

A typical example of this research was reported in the volume entitled /bung
Catholics in the tinted States and Canada (Fee et al.. 1981). Employing survey
research based on responses from 18- to 30-year-old adults. the study found
major differences in various measures of religiousness between those who had
received "more than eight years" of Catholic schooling (which would usually
mean at least some attendance at Catholic high schools) and those who re-
ceived "eight years or less.- These effects remained even after statistical
controls extracted the effects of the religiousness of spouse and family. They
summarized their findings as follows:

I. Catholic schools are especially important for young people at the
religious turning point at the end of the third decade of their lives.
2. The schools exercise their effectiveness primarily through an in-
tegrating effect: tying people into the Catho;;, community and Cath-
olic institutions. (p. 1261

This finding anticipates and supports Coleman's later hypothesis about the
power of the Catholic school to draw strength from and to contribute to a
larger functional community based on shared religious values.

The National Catholic Educational Association, with funding from the Ford
Foundation, completed a major study of the characteristics and outcomes of
Catholic high schools, published in two volumes in 1985 and 1986. The
portion of the study which is of particular significance in this context is the
second of two volumes, Onholic High Schools: Their Impact on Low-Income
Students (Benson, Yeager, Wood, Uuerra. and Manno. 1986). The report was
based on extensive surveys of 1.000 teachers and 8.000 students in 106 Cath-
olic high schools in the United States. and in-depth field studies of a subset
of five schools. All these schools were chosen because ten percent or more of
their students came from families whose incomes were below the federal
poverty line.

Unlike other studies described in this report. this study included only Cath-
olic high school students. Its findings can only he descriptive. and therefore
cannot provide the comparative data needed to support exclusive attribution
of student belief's and attitudes to their experiences of Catholic high schools.
Nonetheless, its findings are worth noting. In mild contrast to Convey's finding
of somewhat limited student interest in social issues. "establishing oneself as

a contributing member of society- was ranked high as a life goal for all
students in these low-income serving schools regardless of the students' family
income: self-centered goals were ranked low. Freshman reported having en-
gaged in more anti-social behavior as eighth graders than they did as freshman,
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suggesting that students perceived that the Catholic high school environment
had an inhibiting effect on such behaviors. Furthermore. students' religious-
ness was found to have a modest but statistically significant inhibiting effect
on anti-social behaviors, prejudice. and sexism. And, in an interesting analysis
of correlations, school climate factors (e.g., community. morale, nurturancel
predicted value and religion outcomes better than course work. In short, this
study offers additional support for the conviction that student values are
strongly influenced by the experience of school as community.

Each of the previous studies provides valuable insights into understanding the
effects of Catholic high school training on various value and behavior out-
comes. Taken together, these studies offer generally positive evidence about
the capacity of the Catholic high school to influence the beliefs, values and
behaviors of its students. And yet something is missing. What is needed is a
study which, like Convey's, compares Catholic high school and public high
school students on values measures and is based on a major national data set,
but which also. like the Greeley and NCEA studies. incorporates analytical
controls for some of the important background differences between the two
groups. The remainder of this monograph is devoted to describing precisely
such a study.

The Present Studjy

The present study uses data gathered as part of an on-going survey of all high
school seniors in the United States entitled Monitoring the Future. Detailed
information concerning the survey's methodology can he obtained from any
one of its annual data hooks (e.g., Johnston. Rachman. and O'Malley, 19861.
Each spring, a nationally representative sample of approximately 16.000 high
school seniors from 125 high schools complete questionnaires ranging in
length from approximately 300 to 800 items each. The questionnaires consist
of a core of approximately 40 common items, incorporated into five forms,
each one of which is administered to one-fifth of the sample. The various
versions of the questionnaire cover a wide variety of topics. In view of the fact
that the National Institute on Drug Abuse provides major funding for the
Monitoring the Future project. more than 40''c of the questions deal with drug
abuse, but the surve also addresses a wide variety of other content areas:
attitudes tmvard education. work and leisure: gender roles and the family:
religion: social problems: race relations: delinquency: and various personality
characteristics, The results of these surveys are made available in two forms:
the annual data hooks mentioned earlier (Johnston et al.. 1986) and the data
tapes making the individual-level data available for analyses. In order to con-
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duct our analyses of Catholic school effects, we commissioned the Survey
Research Center of the Institute for Social Research at the University of
Michigan, which conducts the annual survey, to prepare a special set of data
tapes. At our request. the Center coded (for the first time) whether each senior
in the survey attended a high school that was public (approximately 100 such
schools per year), Catholic (15-20 schools each year). or "other private" (2-3
schools yearly) for the data from 1976 to 1985.

Methoddogy

The Monitoring the Future data set is huge by any reasonable standards, with
16,000 respondents in each of 10 years answering more than 300 questions.
Some method of nominating a subset of the data to be examined was required.
Since the "other private" high school sample was too small for separate anal-
ysis it was dropped from the data set (a procedure also followed by most of
the researchers who conducted the first High School and Beyond analyses).
Second, the urban-rural distribution of the schools in the sample led to the
decision to restrict our analyses to schools located in urban areas and their
adjoining counties.

A third decision was to restrict our analyses solely to Catholics. While this
decreases the public high school sample by two-thirds, the overall effects of
this decision on the analyses arc beneficial. Such a "Catholic-to-Catholic"
comparison controls for an entire set of otherwise imponderable cultural,
ethnic, and philosophical characteristics bound up in the word "Catholic" (cf.
Occhiogrosso, 1487).

Lastly due to the relatively small number of minority students in the sam-
ples. no separate analyses by race or ethnic group were performed.

This distillation of the data set led to some relatively small samples (e.g..
200) in individual years for the analyses of items derived from only one of the
live forms of the survey. In order to retain the opportunity to examine impor-
tant values issues contained in one form but not in the core, all analyses
reported here used one or more of three combined data sets: 1976-1978;
1979-1982; 1983-1485.

The final selection of analytical variables from the vast collection presented by
the A1onitoring the future data set was based on two criteria: (a) retaining as

many of the background variables in the core as possible in order to strengthen
the analytical capability to uniquely identify school effects, and (b) choosing
areas that seemed most relevant to the stated mission of Catholic secondary
education. The resulting set of variables was large, and an extended discussion
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of the exact items in the scales 'heir reliabilities is beyond the scope of
this report. A separate technical repo' t presents psychometric data and de-
tailed statistical summary tables underpinning the analyses reported here.'

The variables given attention in this analysis can be divided into two cate-
gories: background variables and outcome variables. The background variables
used are summarized in Table 2. The variable names shown in Table 2 are
used throughout the remainder of this report to describe differences between
groups of students and linkages between sets of background variables and
outcomes. The range. content, and number of items used to measure these 31
outcome variables, in six domains. are presented in Table 3.

TABLE 2: Family and Personal Background Variables

VARIABLE NUMBER OF ITEMS SCALE OR ITEM CONTENT

Gender i Whether the respondent is male ( 11 or female ( 2)

SRegion I Whether the student is in the Southern. Northeastern, or
NERegion Western region of the United States (as defined by the US
WRegion Bureau of the Census: North Central I Midwest I is a noneoded

comparison group)

Urban I The size of the communii in which the respondent grew up:
farm or country ( - 11: small city or town under 50.000 (
city 50-100.000 ( 3): large eit% (100-500.0001 or its suburb
( 4): very large city (over 500.000) or its suburb ( = 5)

Father I Whether the student's father (mother) or ( le)male guardian is
Mother present in the household

Parents' Education 2 The mean of the father and mother's educational level as
reported hy the student: grade school 1); some high school

2): completed high school ( 3): some college (= 4):
completed college ( 5): graduate education t b)

Mother Worked I Whether the student's mother had "a paid job (half time or
more) hilt: the student was grow ing up": NO ( sonic of
the time t 2): most of the time ( 3): all or nearl all the time

4)

Hours Worked I I he number of hours per school 11CCI, the student has a paid
job: 0 ( 11: 5 or less ( 2): 6- 10 ( 3): I I- I 5 ( 4): 16-20
( 5): 21-25 l 61: 26-30 ( 71: more than 30 ( 8)

Nights Out I I he number of nights during. a 0, pieal school Vteck that the
,tudent goe:, out for "lun and recreation:- less than one t I I:

one ( 2): ivw t 3): three ( 4): 4-5 ( 5): 6-7 (



TABLE. 3: Outcome Variablcs

CONCEPT LABEL # ITEMS

Social Values
Militarism
Pro-Marriage
Racial Acceptance
Equal Opportunity
Materialism

Educational Values
Pro-School
College Plans
Cutting School

Concern for People
Community
Involvement
Make a Difference
Support Social lustice
Helping Profession
Concern liar Others
Contribute Money

At-Risk Behaviors
Dclinquenc
Risk-Taking
Cigarette Use
Alcohol Use
Binge Drinking
'Marijuana L.se

Cocaine Use
Illicit Drug Use

Perception of Self
Self-Esteem

Internal Control
Pessimism

Loneliness

I-lappiness

Faith and Church
Church Attendance
Importance of
Religion
Influence of Churches
Church Contributions

SCALE CONTENT

5 Willing,ness to go war: important that US be a "military power"
3 Reject "monogamy too restrictive.' "couples should cohabit before marriage-
4 Accept close social relations with persons of other races
4 Endorsement of equal pay and career opportunities for men and women
2 Important to have latest fashions and "keep up with the loneses'

4 Positive attitude toward school and school work perceived relevant
Intention to attend college
Number of school days "skipped'', last 4 weeks

Frequency of participation in community affairs or volunteer work

Important in life to "make a contribution to society-
! Importance of working to correct social and economic inequality

Important that career offers opportunity to be directly helpful to others
b Rejection of attitudes that we ought to only worry about our own"

Likelihood of contributing to various charities. including church

Frequency of violent and illegal behaviors in the last year
Desire to engage in "risky" or "dangerous" behavior
Cigarette use, previous month
Alcohol use, past year

Number of times had five or more drinks in a row, past two weeks
Marijuana use. previous year

Cocaine use. previous year
lAcr used any illicit drug tycs,no)

Positive sell-image
Can influence course of own life

4 World will soon end in disaster
Loneliness and social isolation
Feeling "'happy these days.'

Frequency of attending religious services
Importance of religion in own life

Support increase in inlluenec of churches in dad\ hle
to give money to religious groups



Descriptive Statistics

Table 4 presents means on all of the background and outcome variables for all
students by School Type. The first analysis examines data from the most recent
period, 1983-1985. Trends over time are discussed in the next section. Anal-
yses of the determinants of the outcome measures follow the discussion of
trends.

Family and personal background. Catholic seniors in Catholic high schools
differ from Catholic seniors in public high schools on every FAMILY AND
PERSONAL BACKGROUND variable considered here. Catholic high school
seniors report that they grew up in larger Urban communities, that their
Parents' Education was higher, that it is less likely that their Mother Worked
while they were growing up, and that they have fewer Hours Worked and Nights
Out during the average school week than public high school students. They
are also more likely to live in a family with a Father present (87 °o vs 81 °o).
Thus, the proportion of twa- parent families is higher for Catholic high school
than for public high school Catholic seniors (85°o vs 79°01a more "tradi-
tional" portrait for the families of Catholic high school seniors.

Outcome measures. Differences between Catholic high school and public high
school student means displayed numerically in Table 4 are portrayed in Table
5 in a way that distinguishes positive + I from negative (-) value outcomes.
Catholic 'sigh school seniors have stronger Pro-Marriage attitudes, and are
less supportive of Alilitarism than their public high school peers. They are
more likely to report that they intend to graduate from a four-year college
'('allege Plans) and to express CONCERN FOR PEOPLE in a variety of ways,
including contributing money. Their reports of AT-RISK BEHAVIORS show
that Catholic seniors in Catholic high schools consistently report higher A/-
who/ Use. but are less likely to report ever engaging in Illicit Drug Use than
Catholic seniors in public high schools. They also display less Pessimism.
1..astly. Catholic high school seniors report they are more religious on three of
the four FAITH AND CHURCH measures: Church /Attendance. Importance
of Religioii rid Churi.h Con n bations.

Table b examines gender differen;:es. Boys report more Militarism than
girls. and girls display stronger support for Materialism. On each of the re-
maining SOCIAL. VALUES. hm% even Pro-Marriage. Racial ,4cceptance. and
Equal Opportnity. girls show higher rates of endorsement than boys. There
are no gender differences on EDUCAHONAL VALUES or PERSPECTIVE
ON SETT The gender differences on CONCERN FOR PEOPLE and FAITH
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TOTAL PHS CHS

FAMILY AND PERSONAL BACKGROUND
live with mother or female guardian

('(, live with father or male guardian
94
83

94
81

96
87

Urban (1-5) 3.13 2.95 3.51
Parents' Education t I -6) 5.87 3.76 4.11
Mother Worked ( I-4) 219 2.25 2.07
Hours Worked ( I-8) 4.19 4.29 3.98
Nights Out ( I-6) 3.55 1.59 3.44

OUTCOMES
Social Values

Militarism ( I .-5) 3.20 3.27 3.06
Pro-Marriage ( 1-5) 3.43 3.34 3.70
Racial Acceptance ( I-4) 3.11 3.13 3.10
Equal Opportunity ( I-5) 4.53 4.52 4.55
Materialism (1-4) 1.51 2.51 2.49

Educational Values
Pro-School ( I -5) 3.30 3.34 3.22
College Plans (1.4) 2.96 2.82 3.28
Cutting School ( I -7) 1 .60 1.71 1.35

Concern for People
Community Involvement (I-5) 2.00 1.94 2.13
Make a Difference ( I-4) 2.64 2.59 2.75
Support Social lustice ( I-4) 2.13 -),11 2.16
Helping Profession t I-4) 3.10 3.24 3.29
Concern for Others t I.5) 3.81 3.75 3.95
Contribute Monet. ( I -0) 3.71 3.05 3.86

At-Risk Behaviors
Delinquency (1-5) 1.41 1.40 1.44
Risk-Irking ( 1 -5) 5.01 2,99 3.03
Cigarette Use (I -7) 1.76 1.80 1.67
Alcohol Use ( I-7) 4.07 4.60 4.83
Binge Drinking ( I-0) 2.06 2.03 1.13
'Marijuana Use (1-7) 2.40 2.50 2.37
Cocaine Use ( 1 -7) 1.53 1.36 1.26
(,. ever using an illicit drug 65 66 62

Perceptions of Self
Self-Esteem ( I-5) 4.08 4.07 4.10
Internal Control t I -5) 3.79 1.77 3.81
Pessimism (1-3) 2.75 2,7,4 ).b8
Lunt:linos (1 -5) 2.39 2.40 1.35
happiness (1 -3) 2.07 2.07 2.08

Faith and Church
Church Attendance (1 -4) 5.10 2.94 3.47
Importance of Religion ( 1.4 ) 2.85 2.77 3.05
Influence of Churches ( I -5) 3.18 3.13 3.39
Church Contributions (1-0) 4.48 4.38 4.73



i: Differences Among Catholic Seniors in Catholic High Schools (CIIS)
and Public Iligh Schools (PHS), ft)83-I98i

DOMAIN
CHS HIGHER
THAN PHS

PHS HIGHER
THAN CHS

Social Values Pro-Marriage (

Educational College Plans ( +1
Values

Concern for People Community Involvement ( + )
Contribute Money (
Concern for Others ( +1

At-Risk Behavior Alcohol Use ( )

Binge Drinking ( )

Perspective on Self

Faith and C urch Church Attendance (
Importance of Religion (
Church Contributions (

Militarism ( -)

Cutting School ( )

Cigarette Use (
Cocaine Use (
Illicit Drug Use ( )

Pessimism ( -1

AND CHURCH nearly completely parallel the School Type differences, with
girls showing the more "Catholic" patternnot surprising in light of the
consistent finding that girls, overall, are more religious than boys (e.g., Argyle
and Beit-Hallahmi. 1975). Lastly. boys display higher incidences of all AT-
RISK BEHAVIORS than girls. except for Cigarette Use, which girls engage in
more frequently.

Summary. In general. girls, and to a lesser extent. Catholic seniors in Catholic
high schools, report more positive values and behaviors than their counter-
parts. These findings, we stress again. are descriptive differences occurring
among student subgroups. From the data presented here, it would be prema-
ture to make any claims about the effect of Catholic schooling. The exami-
nation of school effi:cts will be addressed later in this chapter. in the discussion
of determinants of outcomes.

Are seniors recently graduating from Catholic high schuuls more or less likely
than their predecessors to report beliefs, values and behaviors consonant with
the purposes of Catholic schools? In order to examine trends in the attitude
and behaviors of Catholic high school seniors, we compared and contrasted



"IABLI-: 0: Gender Differenecs Among Catholic Seniors, 1483- 1985
told ( ,11110/1,-

DOMAIN
GIRLS HIGHER
THAN BOYS

BOYS HIGHER
THAN GIRLS

Social Values Pro-Marriage
Racial Acceptance
Equal Opportunity t +
Materialism ( )

Concern for People Helping Profession +
Concern for Others t +
Contribute Money

At-Risk Behavior Cigarette Use ( )

Faith and Church Church Attendance (
Importance of Religion (
Church Contributions (

Militarism

Delinquency 1
Risk-Taking )

Alcohol Use
Binge Drinking 1
Marijuana ( 1
Cocaine Use I )
Illicit Drug Use ( 1

data from three time periods: 1976-1978, 1979-1982. and 1983-1985. Table
7 provides a summary of 10-year trends for Catholic seniors in public and
Catholic high schools, organized graphically to illustrate nine possible varia-
tions in changes over time. In those instances in which appropriate statistical
analyses indicate that particular trends differ as a function of Gender or School
Type. that is noted in the text.

Family and Personal Background. FAMILY AND PERSONAL BACK-
GROUND variables are italicized wherever they occur in table 7. While the
percent of the seniors who report that they are living with either parent and
the size of their home towns showed no net change. each of the other FAMILY
AND PERSONAL BACKGROUND variables have shown changes. The stu-
dents' reports of their l'arents I:thaw of increased between Period I and
Period 2, but then leveled off,

The number of students reporting that their /other Worked has increased
in recent years. but more markedly for public high school students. Students

r



TABLE 7: Ten sear Trends in Background and Outcome Nleasures for Catholic Seniors, 197b-1985

10 YEAR TREND DESCRIPTION OF TREND MEASURES DISPLAYINC; TREND

A

411111611.11101mwom41111

No change oYer 10 wars Maier
hither
Ilosir. 11orAcii
Pro-School
Support Social Iusticc
flelping Profession
C- oncern lur Ot licts
Contribute Money

Delinquency.

floppiness
Comniunity Involvement
Racial Acceptance
Make a I )ifferencc
Church Attendance
Influence o1- Churches
Church Contributions

li Decrease in 1074-1082,
Increase 1483 1485

Materialism

C Increase m 1474-1482.
Decrease 1983 1985

C rhaii

Binge Drinking
Illicit Drug L:se
Alcohol use
Pessimism

I)
...""#°.°4111

In rcasc across 10 wars I qual Ctpporiunik

Increase in I'4$' 1485 Itother Unfixed
Risk- faking
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!menial Control
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197,1.1982

= 1983.1985



show some curious differences by :,ubgroup concerning their own Hours
Itivkol. Although the combined group shows no change over 10 years, public
high school students as a group, and girls as a group, report an "inverted -U"
pattern over time. while Catholic high school students as a group. and boys
as a group, report "decline and then plateau" data. Lastly, Nights Out declined
for everybody between Period 1 and Period 2, and have been relatively constant
since then.

Social Values. None of the concepts in this area showed the complex differ-
ences in subgroups discussed for the background variables, and one, Racial
Acceptance, has shown no change at all over the period (it has remained at a
level of 3.1 on a 4-point scale). Among the other variables, Militarism, con-
stant between Period 1 and Period 2, showed a marked decline between
Periods 2 and 3. Pro-Marriage attitudes increased slightly between Periods 1
and 2 and have since been constant. Acceptance of Equal Opportunity for
men and women showed an increase between Periods 2 and 3, and now stands
at a mean level of 4.55 on a 5-point scale, perhaps a practical upper limit,
and the highest percentage agreement of any concept examined here. Lastly.
Alaterialism, which had declined among Catholic seniors between 1976-78
and 1979-82, has experienced a resurgence to its former levels. Thus the
reports of increasing materialism among students would be more accurately
described as a return to levels of materialism reported by students five to
seven year earlier.

Educational Values. Pro-School attitudes have remained essentially un-
changed. Cutting School has been declining in public high schools, but rose
in Catholic high schools between Period I and 2, falling back to its previous
levels between Periods 2 and 3. However, the rate of Cutting School in Catholic
high schools remained well below that in public high schools during the entire
period, showing the same magnitude of difference as displayed in Table 4.
College Plans have displayed an increasing and then a fairly steady profile,
with the increase somewhat stronger in Catholic high schools than in public
high schools. As a group. however. boys' intention to attend a four-year college
rose from Period I (2.77) to Period 2 (3.08) and then fell somewhat after that
(2.95): girls have shown steady increase from Period 1 (2.55) to Period 3
(2.98). eventually "catching up- with boys.

Concern for People. None of these variables showed any change over the three
time periods examined here. either overall, or for any of the subgroups ana-
lyzed.



At-Risk Behaviors. The measure of Dainquecy (involving such behaviors as
fighting. theft. vandalism, and trouble with the police). showed no change
over the ten years examined here. The propensity For Risk-Lkig, however,
did increase significantly from 1979-1972 to 1983-1985. Each of the remain-
ing AT-RISK BEHAVIORS. all of them dealing with drug us.:, has changed
during the period, sonic for the better, some for the worse.

Cigarette Use declined between Period 1 and 2. and has leveled off since
then. Both Alcohol Use and the related concept of Binge Drinking showed the
inverted-U rise-and-fall pattern over these ten years. Marijuana Use has a!so
shown consistent decline over the same period, and the percent of seniors that
reported some experience with Illicit Drug Use rose to 70()0, and then fell
hack to .ts original level (65c(,) over the three periods.

The one drug that has shown a net increase over this time period is Cocaine.
This index is one of use in the previous year, and the scale ranges from 1 to
7. 1 being "never" and 2 being 1-2 times in the last year. The highest mean
for any group (boys in public high schools during Period 3) is 1.42. so that
even at its highest, its use could not be considered rampant. but both boys
and girls, in both public high schools and Catholic high schools, show a net
increase between Periods 1 and 3.

Perceptions of Sell. Se/J1Lstee and Internal ('oiurol show very similar profiles
over the three periods considered here: both rise between periods 1 and 2.
and then level off. Loneliness shows the opposite pattern, declining initially,
and then leveling off. Pessimism shows the inverted-U pattern, rising for Period
2, but then returning to approximately its earlier level. Happiness remained
very constant, at almost precisely 2 ("pretty happy-) on a three-point scale.
(The range of scores for all groups and periods was 2.00 to 2.10.)

Faith and Church. Neither Church Attendance nor the likelihood that the
students would make Church Contributions changed over this time period.
Importance of Religion has shown an increase in the most recent period over
the previous seven years in Catholic high schools. but has risen and then fallen
in public high schools. a variation masked by the plateau from 1982 to 1985.
describing the net effect in table 7.

Summary. Twelve of the 31 outcomes examined in this report show no signif-
icant changes across ten years. Prominent among that group is the entire list
of items and scales addressing CONCERN EOR PEOPLE. Note also that
Alt/writUs7 shows no net change. although in recent years it has been rising
to previous levels. In addition. four outcomes. all negative. are declining to
previous levels: .,1/coho/ I se. Hinge Drinking. Illicit Drug t NC. and Pessimis .
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Social Values

two outcomes have shown an overall increase among Catholics in both
Catholic high schools and public high schools in this period, while five have
decreased. Only two of these seven changes would be considered negative:
the Period 1-2 increase in Cocaine Use in the previous year, and the increase
in the attitude in favor of Risk-Taking. The other five changes represent pos-
itive or desirable trends: decreases in Cutting School. Militarism, Marijuana
LSe. Cigar Ate Use, and Loneliness.

There are many possible reasons for these relatively positive trends between
1976 and 1985. In the next section, our analysis suggests that Nights Out, a
FAMILY AND PERSONAL BACKGROUND variable that declined in this
same 10-year period for all Catholic seniors, is a major predictor of three of
these five positive outcomes. Other research has consistently confirmed that
Importcozce of Religion. at least in Catholic high schools, during this same 10-
year period may account for some of the other positive changes in outcome

Determinants if Outcomes:
What "Causes" the Differences?

The final set of analyses employed a statistical technique called "multiple
regression." The purpose of this procedure is to determine the extent to which
each of several possible predictor variables, or "causes," influences another
variable. For example, is the degree of Militarism expressed by a given student
more a reflection of the school they attend, their gender, or their parents'
education?

In doing these analyses. the effects of all of the 12 FAMILY AND PER-
SONAL. BACKGROUND variables discussed above, plus Importance of Reli-
gion and School Type were examined for their influence on each of the outcome
variables shown in Table 3. Across these 31 analyses, 4 of the 14 predictor
variables had frequent and significant influence on the outcome variables:
Gender. Nights Out. Importance of Religion, and School Type. We will discuss
the effect of each of these four variables on a number of important outcomes:
the analysis is summari:.ed in table 8.

Gender is the single strongest variable associated with Racial Acceptance.
Ilqual Pay. and the rejection of Militarism. SOCIAL VALUES are also shaped
to a degree by school effects. Catholic high school seniors are more likely than



TABLE 8: Relative Strength of Variables in Predicting Outcome Variables

BEING
FEMALE

IMPORTANCE
OF RELIGION

NIGHTS
OUT

ATTEND
CATHOLIC

HIGH
SCHOOL

SOCIAL VALUES

Militarism V TTY

Pro-Marriage AAA

Racial Acceptance AA

Equal Opportunity

EDUCATIONAL VALUES

Pro-School V

College Plans

Cutting School

CONCERN FOR PEOPLE

Community Involvement

Make a Difference

Helping Profession

Concern for Others

Contribute Money AA

AT-RISK BEHAVIORS

Delinquency

Risk-Taking

Cigarette Use

Alcohol Use

Binge Drinking

Marijuana Use

Cocaine Use

Illicit Drug Use

FAITH & CHURCH
Church Attendance

Importance of Religion

Influence of Churches

Church Contributions

AAA

Note; In this table. signs indicate that the attrihine at the top ut Ilk CO11111111 ith an increase in the outcome. and V signs

indicate that it is associated with a decrease in It \11111hC1' i11 and ,igns Luc COMpadhle (rNI 1 \\ 1 1111ti green kinteorne

variable. and not belv.ven oulLonic variables.
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their public high school counterparts to reject Militarism. This theme has
received emphasis in the recent pastoral letter of the bishops of the United
States entitled The Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response
(National Conference of Catholic Bishops, 1983). It would seem that the
concern for peace has apparently been incorporated within the curriculum of
Catholic high schools with some degree of success, inasmuch as Catholic
seniors in Catholic high schools show greater concern about this issue than
Catholic seniors in public high schools. Similarly, there is a stronger Pro-
Marriage attitude displayed by students attending Catholic schools.

Educational The School Type distinction is a prime factor in explaining differences in
Values students' EDUCATIONAL VALUES. School Type has a significant effect on

each of three educational values: Catholic high school seniors are less likely
to report Cutting School, more likely to have College Plans, and less likely to
express Pro-School attitudes. The third finding is all the more interesting and
anomolous in light of the strong positive association between Importance of
Religion and Pro-School. Thus, despite the fact that Catholic high school
seniors rate religion as more important than public high school seniors, and
religiousness is generally positively correlated with liking school, Catholic high
school seniors are more negative toward school. Some speculations about this
anornolou,s finding are provided in chapter 4.

Not surprisingly, those who report more Nights Out were less likely to be
Pro-School, somewhat less likely to have College Plans, and notably more likely
to report that they had been Cutting School.

Concern tier A strong relationship between each of these measures of Concern for People
People and Importance of Religion was quite notable. The student's self-reported

religiousness was the single strongest predictor of Community involvement,
and was also strongly related to whether the student donated money to ylrious
charities. Gender was also strongly related to each of these measures, except
for Community Inyolremem; other than community involvement, girls scored
higher in each of the areas within this domain.

School Type showed small but significant impacts on three measures: Con-
cern Jbr Others. Contribute Money, and A/c/hi a Difference. The finding con-
cerning Contribute Money must he viewed with caution, since it included an
item concerning contributing money to churches and religious organizations,
and the more religious Catholic high school seniors are more likely to say they
will do that (see below, under FAITH AND CHURCH.) Nonetheless, these
two findings reflect a rejection of selfishness. and a desire to be actively
involved in bringing about positive societal change.



At-Risk
Behavior::

One concept in this area. Support for Social Justice, was not explained by
this particular group of predictors. However, it is a single-item measure and
did not show school or gender differences in our earlier discussions.

Of eight categories of deviant or norm-breaking behavior. Nights Out is the
single strongest contributor by far for all of the listed behaviors and attitudes
except Delinquency and Risk-Taking. In those two cases. Nights Out was

important. but Gender (being male) was stronger. Importance of Religion is

negatively related to both Marijuana Use in the previous 12 months, and
whether the student has ever engaged in Illicit Drug Use.

It is notable that none of the many school differences in at-risk behavior
reported in the descriptive analyses of the data set appear in this analyses.
The most likely explanation is that, given the school differences reflected in
Nights out, it is not school differences per se, but differences in the number
of Nights Out that has primary impact on these AT-RISK BEHAVIORS. Some
possible explanations for the effects of Nights Out and the relationship of those
effects to School Type are presented in chapter 4.

Percept ions PERCEPTIONS OF SELF, which includes the personality variables of Self-

of self Esteem, Internal Control. Pessimism. Loneliness, and Happiness, were not
significantly predicted by any of the fourteen background variables used in
these analyses. A reasonable explanation for this finding is that each of these
five variables is unusually volatile for adolescents. Each might be expected to
fluctuate over broad ranges depending on how the individual student's life is
going at the moment. Given that students' self-concepts are more strongly
influenced by transitory external events, it is not surprising that broad person-
ality constructs do not predict these variables for high school seniors.

Faith mid
Church

SU/Milan'

Not surprisingly. Church .itteuclunce. the desire to see the Influence of
Churches increase in society, and the intention to make Church Contributions
are all primarily functions of Importance of Religion. But what non-religious
factors predict Importance of Religion? Both School Type (Catholic high
school) and Gender (female) are strongly related. There is also a school effect
for Church Attendance. and because the item that measures it asks about
average weekly attendance. it is unlikely to be attributable to occasional Mass
attendance during special liturgical functions held in Catholic high schools.

Among a range of correlations strong and weak we would underscore several
particularly significant relationships. The strong impact of Nights Out on AT-
RISK BEHAVIORS is one: its negative impact on EDUCATIONAL VALUES
is another. Gender shows strong effect here. associated with CONCERN FOR



PEOPLE and AT-RISK BEHAVIORS. Importance of Religion displays a strong
positive influence on CONCERN FOR PEOPLE, and a strong negative influ-
ence on some forms of drug use. Some of the differences that formerly ap-
peared to be a function of School Type here appear instead to be differences
in the number of Nights Out spent by the two groups, and perhaps in their
religiousness. At the same time. we see repeated and independent school
effects in these analyses. Social, educational, and religious values all show
influences of schooling, not reducible to any of the other individual differences
measured here.



I

Summary and
Conclusions

1;ifierences
Bsi n Groups

Tot:I-car
'Preto

In the course of this research we have considered three different perspectives
on Catholic students in public and Catholic high schools, namely differences
between groups. 10-year trends and determinants of outcomes, an area within
which we are particularly interested in measuring the unique impact of the
school on student beliefs and values. Here is a summary of our key findings
and our initial judgments about what these findings mean.

The patterns of group differences observed in Table 4 are of some interest.
Sonic of these differences disappeared when examined in more sophisticated
regression analyses. However, the overall pattern was basically robust and
persistent. Catholic high school affiliation influences some SOCIAL VALUES,
all EDUCATIONAL. VALUES. and two of the four FAITH AND CHURCH
constructs. In terms of mature values and behaviors, girls look better than
boys, except for the continuation of recent trends concerning their smoking
habits.

Concerning trends over the ten-year period descr;bed by these data, one might
say that "the market is broadly higher in moderate trading.- Among the
background measures. it is not surprising to see that both Parent's Education
and whether or not A/other Ubrked have increased in recent years, and Nights
Out have decreased; all the other family background characteristics have
shown no net change.

On the "outcomes market.'' 13 are unchanged while live show no net
change. displaying a curvilinear pattern that ends' where it hegan. Five unde-
sirable outcomes have shown net decline while six desirable outcomes have
increased. Only two undesirable outcomes, Cumi(' I. and Risk hiking, a

corollary of urug use, have increased. The increase in Cocaine L'se over the
past ten years has been minimal. howecr; from 1.i 5 to 1.35 where "1- means
"never,- and "2- means 1-2 time in the past year. Likewise. the increase in
propensity for Risk-Ming has been from 2.81 to 3.01 on a five -point scale
on which 3.00 means "Neither disagree nor agree.-

In general. then. the pattern of these indicators b positive. While there were
some differences in these patterns as a function of School Type, except in the
case of the complex patterns for Importance of Religion noted earlier. the
differences tended to he relatively minor. and did not affect the overall differ-
ences between the two types of schools.



Determinants of
Outcomes

Social
Vanes

Analyses revealed that, in addition to the large impact of Gender. School Type
also had independent influence on SOCIAL VALUES, and Importance of
Religion was a major factor in CONCERN FOR PEOPLE. Femaleness and
Importance of Religion inhibited AT-RISK BEHAVIORS (except for Cigarette
Use which was higher for girls). while Nights Out tended to be strongly
positively correlated with AT-RISK BEHAVIORS. School Type was also a
major predictor of EDUCATIONAL VALUES, but the set of FAMILY AND
PERSONAL BACKGROUND variables employed in these analyses did not
predict PERCEPTIONS OF SELF.

schoolEffects
A major purpose of this study has been to examine the relative impact of
public and Catholic high school attendance on the values and behaviors of
Catholic seniors. While we have discussed the relationship of school type to a
number of findings, we turn now to a comnrehensive analysis oi.scliool effects.
This discussion is based on the findings of the regression analyses. and our
interpretation of those results.

The findings regarding school effects in this area are notable. School Type is
the only variable aside from Gender to show an effect on Militarism, and, as
we have noted, this finding offers sonic cvidaice of the Catholic high school's
response to the growing concern within the Catholic community for education
that promotes peace and justice. While Pro-Marriage, not surprisingly, is
strongly influenced by the rated Importance of Religion. there is also an inde-
pendent school effect. Since Pro-Marriage can reasonably be treated as a proxy
variable for sexual ethics (given that the survey items deal with monogamy
and non-marital cohabitation), this indicates a positive impact of Catholic
schooling over and above Catholic cultural background and commitment to
Catholic ideology. The absence of a statistically significant school effect on
Racial Acceptance may be due in part to ceiling effects, since the mean of this
variable is higher (as a percent of its total range) than any other scale except
for Equal Opportunity and Self:Esteem. There may be little room for improve-
ment, at least insofar as this scale measures racial acceptance.

Educut loud It is here that School Type has its most consistent effects. and its most para-

Valles doxical. Attending a Catholic high school is negatively associated with Cutting
School. perhaps because of generally tighter discipline in Catholic high
schools. It is positively associated with College Plans, independent of Parental
Education. This is a particularly impressive effect, since higher parental edu-
cation is associated with greater familiarity with the benefits ..)f higher cdu-

4
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Concern
for People

cation, with higher family income, and with greater likelihood of being finan-
cially able to attend college. The association of Catholic high schools with
educational aspirations that transcend these family influences is impressive
evidence of the uniquely supportive and powerful educational climate in Cath-
olic schools. Bt then the enigma. The Pro-School measure, consisting of an
index of items measuring liking for school, interest in school, and the per-
ceived relevance of school work, is lower in Catholic high schools than public
high schools, even in spite of the fact that, in general, religious students are
more Pro-Schoo/ than non-religious students. Why should that be the case?
Previous research, such as the High School and Beyond studies (e.g., Coleman
et al., 1982), have shown that Catholic high schools have greater academic
rigor, more homework, and more discipline; they provide serious learning
environments. It is not hard to believe that this level of discipline is not
universally well-received by adolescents. It is similarly not hard to believe that
those same adolescents may fail to perceive the connection between a rigorous
grounding in mathematics and literature, and either their current or future
lives. Perhaps Catholic education is the sort of experience that one is likely to
look back upon with growing appreciation. Demanding teachers earn respect
earlier than love, but both come in time for the good ones.

The simple between-group differences observed between Catholic high schools
and public high schools on these variables were largely due to differences in
the religiousness of the two groups of students; the regression analysis dis-
played relatively small school effects for the variables of Make a Difference,
Concern for Others, and Contribute Money. In our model of Catholic school
effects described below and represented in figure 3, we postulate a relationship
between school and religiousness effects.

At-Risk This is an area in which previously persistent School Type differences disap-
Behaviors peared. probably subsumed into Nights Out. We also note with some surprise

the relatively modest impact of Importance of Religion in this area. Previous
research (for major reviews, see Benson et al., 1989: Spilka et al., 1985)
suggested that religion would be a much stronger inhibitor. We suspect that
the problem in this instance is range restriction. Since a sample limited to
Catholics is more religious. on average, than a sample of the general popula-
tion, there is less variability in the religiousness measure within the Catholic
student population in our study than was the case in other research.

Perceptions of
Self

None of the concepts in this area were predicted very well by the background
variables that were employed in these analyses. As we noted earlier, it may
simpt tse the case that these "personality variables" are influenced largely by

,
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transient social conditions in the lives of high school seniors and do not vary
consistently with the sorts of constructs that were examined in this survey.

The remaining two areas in which we have observed a school effect are
perhaps among the most impressive. School Type has a strong impact on the
rated Importance of Religion; Catholic high school seniors rate religion as
being more important to them than public high school seniors, even after
background differences are taken into account. In addition, School Type influ-
ences Church Attendance over and above the separate influence of Importance
of Religion. That is very impressive given the high correlation (.55) between
those two variables in the general (i.e., Catholic and non-Catholic) sample. It
indicates that Catholic high school attendance has a strong impact on this
central aspect of Catholic church life.

Taken separately, School Type apparently does not predict either the desire
to see the Influence of Churches increase in modern society or the likelihood
that the student will make Church Contributions in future; to the extent that
the variables we are using here can predict those two concepts, they are
predicteci solely by Importance of Religion. Of course, this finding may reflect
an American Catholic perspective that focuses on the responsibility of indi-
vidual Catholics to participate in the transformation of society through their
own public and political efforts to promote gospel values (albeit consistent
with the ,:oncerns of Catholic social teachings). In this view, it is the action of
Catholics, rather than the influence of the institutional Church, that is seen as
the priority.

A Alodel of Catholic The evidence gleaned from this re-examination of the Monitoring the Future

High School Effects data suggests that when non-academic school effects are found, they favor
Catholic schools. This conclusion is suggested even though Monitoring the
Future does not include measures of some of the value and behavior domains
on which we would expect Catholic schools to do well. Instruction and for-
mation in moral decision-making, sexual ethics, religious knowledge, Catholic
orthodoxy, and global commitment are generally acknowledged as integral
elements of the Catholic high school's mission, but these areas are, not sur-
prisingly. excluded from the Monitoring the Future survey, which faces the
same secular constraints as government funded schools.

Figure 3 portrays graphically what can now be said about the effects of
Catholic school attendance. The solid lines reflect direct effects which have
been demonstrated concerning three general sets of outcomes: academics;
values, beliefs and behavior; and time use. The dotted lines represent what
may be among the most important effects of Catholic education, and a fertile
area for further research. They deal with what are two of the most important
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THE EFFECTS OF ATTENDING CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOLS*
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Importance
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Behavior
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to public high schools. Broken lines designate reasonable hpotheses about Catholic school effects 'Ahich
require additional confirmation.

Less At-Risk
Behavior



effects of successful Catholic schools: the promotion of positive or "prosocial"
behaviors. and the prevention of self-destructive or "at-risk" behaviors.

Of all the factors, the Importance of Religion is the strongest predictor of
Pro-Marriage and Pro-School attitudes and community Involvement. It con-
tributes strongly to each of the forms of CONCERN FOR PEOPLE, and it
helps to inhibit Marijuana Use and Illicit Drug Use in general. Whatever
furthers religious commitment will have an impact in these areas. We believe
that both the climate and the explicit programs of religious instruction and
formation in Catholic high schools strengthen the value students place on the
importance of religion.

The nature of the data available in Monitoring the Future limits our ability
to confirm our belief about the relationship between school climate and pro-
gram on the one hand and student perceptions about the importance of reli-
gion on the other. If we had longitudinal data that assessed these variables on
the same people at two points in time, as the High School and Beyond data
does, we would be able to trace the impact of schooling on religiousness and
then the impact of that change on the other behaviors. Since the Monitoring
the Future data set is only a series of snapshots of senior classes, a longitudinal
analysis is not possible. Although it does provide longitudinal data, the High
School and Beyond survey, unfortunately, fails to ask the same questions about
religiousness at different points in time, so even that data set does not address
this question.

Similar concerns influence the analysis of the Nights Out variable. This
deceptively simple question, "How many nights a week do you go out for fun
and recreation?" is the single strongest predictor of Pro-School attitudes (an
inverse relationship), and of six of the eight AT-RISK BEHAVIORS. It even
has a minor negative impact on concern for Others. Clearly, the demonstrated
differences in homework assigned between public high schools and Catholic
high schools must in turn have impacts on time use, and time available "for
fun and recreation," but again, this hypothesis cannot be directly addressed
with this data set.

Final Thouglits
It is clear from the descriptive data gathered over the past ten years that there
are significant value and behavior differences between Catholic seniors in
Catholic high schools and those in public high schools. Where do they come
from?

Some may suggest that they were there all along. They would argue that
school choice is simply a reflection of a larger commitment to Cpfholic values
on the part of both parent and child, and so the differences we observe in



these seniors were present when they were freshman. Rut if these differences
were pre-existing, we would expect them to be further associated with some
of the family background variables we have discussed. Even when we control
for those differences. school effects remain.

It seems eminently reasonable to assume that the factors that help to explain
the positive academic effects of Catholic high schools are also at work in
shaping non-academic outcomes. School climate, parental involvement,
teacher commitment, strong school leadership, and the presence of a functional
community may have an even stronger impact on the formation of student
beliefs and values than they do on academic achievement. Certainly the pres-
ence of religious instruction within the academic program, and the opportunity
to experience an examined and intellectually enriching faith in a setting open
to the expression of religious feelings and helpful in dealing with religious
doubt would enhance the development of a more mature faith. Opportunities
for shared prayer and worship as well as institutional encouragement for ser-
vice would also contribute to the unique spirit and vitality of Catholic high
schools and their ability to influence the beliefs and values of their students.

Finally, however, the concept of the school as an integral element of a
functional community must certainly be decisive. Unlike its public school
counterpart, the Catholic high school is a part of a larger setting in which
strength is drawn from a common moral language. a common history, and a
shared vision of the human journey. While tkle concept itselfmay not be ideally
suited to statistical measurement. it has been described in a variety of ways
by a diverse group of authors and observers. Schools that are Catholic have
roots that run deep. In the final analysis. Catholic schools are different, and
they are successful, because they are Catholic.



Note

' A technical report prepared by Search Institute for the National Catholic
Educational Association provides a detailed accounting of the statistical tech-
niques employed in the analyses of these data. Scholars interested in the
technical report may contact NCEA's Department of Secondary Schools. A
few brief technical notes are presented here for the interested reader.

Differences between means in the "descriptive portrait" section were tested
via a 2 (Gender) x 2 (School Type) general linear models analysis of variance.
Because of the number of repeated tests and the unusually large sample size,
differences are not reported as statistically significant unless p < .0001. Dif-
ferences in the trend section were tested via a 3 (Period) x 2 (Gender) by 2
(School Type) analysis using the same specifications. Regression analyses
employed a stepwise precedure that is invariant with respect to order of entry
of the variables. Percent of explained variance for a given predictor is discussed
only 1br predictor variables having partial R2s of .01 or greater.
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